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Innovative studios
Why You Need a Solid Phone Transfer App to Preserve Your Data
Switching to a new phone can be instigative, but the experience is frequently dampened by the fact that there are n’t that numerous phone transfer operations out there that can do the job duly. In some cases, your phone data does n’t get transferred in full; in others, some data may get corrupted or lost in the process; in yet other cases, only certain data types can be moved. That’s why you need a robust app to transfer data from Android to Android, iPhone to Android, or any combination of the two most popular mobile operating systems in the world. moment, we ’ll talk about MobileTrans, an excellent phone to phone transfer app that you can use both on your desktop as well as directly on your mobile phone when moving from one device to another. 
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 What's MobileTrans – Phone Transfer? 
 MobileTrans is actually a set of modules that allow you to seamlessly do a phone data transfer anyhow of what operating system your device uses. Among these modules is the phone- to- phone transfer module, but there are also several other tools in this protean mileage, similar as WhatsApp Transfer, iCloud transfer, import to phone, import to PC, backup & restore, and numerous further. 
MobileTrans works on your PC or Mac and requires a quick installation of the app on your desktop computer. Using this and connector lines for your phones( one per device), you can also transfer all phone data from one device to another in a matter of twinkles. In the coming section, we ’ll show you how to move an emotional 18 data types from one phone to another anyhow of the zilches. Once you have installed MobileTrans on your desktop( Windows or macOS), please do with the way shown in the following section. 
 
 How to Do a Full Phone Data Transfer from Android to Android 
 In this illustration, we ’ll show you how to move all your data from one Android device to another. You can use the same process to transfer phone data from iPhone to iPhone or indeed between an iPhone and an Android smartphone – in either direction. 


 Step 1 Install the App on your PC or Mac 
 
 The first step is to get the installation completed, as mentioned ahead. Installing MobileTrans is as easy as downloading the EXE or DMG train and running it on your desktop to finish the installation. 


 Step 2 elect the Phone to Phone Module 
 
 elect- the- Phone- to- Phone- Module 


 Go to the Phone Transfer tab in the MobileTrans affiliate and also click on Phone to Phone. 
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            Package
          


	


            What’s included
          


	


            Price
          



	


            Free
          


	


            List the features, services, or products included in this package package. Motivate your visitors to choose this option.
          


	




                $0.00
              




	

Buy


	


            Basic
          


	


            List the features, services, or products included in this package package. Motivate your visitors to choose this option.
          


	




                $9.00
              




	

Buy


	


            Gold
          


	


            List the features, services, or products included in this package package. Motivate your visitors to choose this option.
          


	




                $19.00
              




	

Buy


	


            Premium
          


	


            List the features, services, or products included in this package package. Motivate your visitors to choose this option.
          


	




                $99.00
              




	

Buy
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